Mattresses | Pillows | Beds

The TEMPUR
Collection

®

Available at

JOHN LEWIS & PARTNERS

A mattress like no other
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Comfort | Innovation | NASA Technology

Transform your sleep
with TEMPUR
®

At TEMPUR®, we’re devoted to giving you the best
possible night’s sleep. Our pioneering designs
use NASA technology to create mattresses that
are supportive and comfortable, night after night.
Whether you prefer a soft, firm or medium feel
you can rest easy knowing that choosing TEMPUR®
means choosing a peaceful night’s sleep.

Comfort conceived
in space
When NASA developed a material
in the 1970s to cushion astronauts
during lift-off, we realised how
effective these qualities would be
in a mattress. By distributing
pressure evenly, it welcomes the
body into a naturally comfortable
position. This material continues
to lie at the core of all of our
mattresses and pillows today, we’re
still the only mattress company
recognised by NASA and certified
by the Space Foundation.

Unrivalled
comfort
TEMPUR® Material conforms to the shape
of your body, absorbing motion and
relieving pressure in all the right places.

TEMPUR® has an interconnected
viscoelastic cell structure
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Sleep Technology™
by TEMPUR
®

The best night’s sleep by design
Our sleep experts have spent years perfecting our signature
TEMPUR® Material for both mattresses and pillows.

Ranging from soft, medium to firm, there’s a style of mattress to suit everyone, along
with a selection of TEMPUR® pillows designed to complement your mattress choice.
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No Turning

QuickRefresh™ Cover

10 Year Guarantee

Because we can guarantee your
mattress will retain its shape, there
is no need for you to turn or flip it
like other mattresses.

With a zip-off cover that’s machine
washable up to 60°, caring for
your TEMPUR® mattress couldn’t
be easier.

We promise your mattress will retain at
least 95% of its height and remain smooth
and bump-free for at least a decade.
You can expect outstanding performance,
night after night, year after year.

Comfort | Technology

Our TEMPUR® pillow range consists of Ergonomic
and Classic Pillows. They give the TEMPUR®
full body support experience when used in
conjunction with the TEMPUR® mattress
and range from a soft to a firm feel.

Washable cover

3 year guarantee

All TEMPUR® pillow covers are
removable and washable up to 60°.

All TEMPUR® pillows come
with a 3 year guarantee.

Minimum pressure.
Maximum comfort.
Common pressure points

TEMPUR® Material is engineered with an open cell
structure that absorbs and evenly distributes the
weight of your body to maximise comfort.

Pressure relief on a TEMPUR® mattress

Personalised
body support
Whichever position you prefer to sleep in, a TEMPUR®
mattress adapts to suit you. It softens, compresses and
conforms to your shape and weight.

Outstanding motion
absorption
Drop a weighted ball on to standard memory foam and it can rebound
up to 20%. With TEMPUR® Material, it has a rebound of less than 3%.
By absorbing motion, TEMPUR® Material means you and your partner
are less likely to disturb each other when you move around.
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For a soft feel

Balancing softness and support, the specially
developed TEMPUR® Extra Soft material
generously cushions, while the TEMPUR® Support
material beneath provides long-lasting firmness.
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Cloud | Original | Hybrid | Sensation

TEMPUR® Original Pages 10-11

TEMPUR® Cloud Pages 08-09

TEMPUR® Cloud

TEMPUR® Original

For a medium feel

Enjoy the benefits of TEMPUR® Material with
body-conforming comfort, outstanding support,
and pressure relieving properties that can
reduce tossing and turning at night.

Find the mattress
to suit you
We’ve created four mattress collections. Each one contains
three depths of mattress offering a unique type of comfort,
that adapts to the exact shape of your body in its own way.

TEMPUR® Hybrid

For a medium feel with springs
Our most innovative design yet. TEMPUR®
Material relieves pressure points while layers
of Precision™ micro coils conform and react to
your body’s movement.

TEMPUR® Sensation Pages 14-15

TEMPUR® Hybrid Pages 12-13

Our four collections showcase what we are known for
around the world: sleep technology based on the original
TEMPUR® Viscoelastic Material.

TEMPUR® Sensation
For a firm feel

TEMPUR® Material on top conforms to your body
to relieve pressure points, while Dynamic Support
Technology guarantees ease of movement and
full body support.

Each range has 3 depths
Luxe | Elite | Supreme
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Cloud |

TEMPUR Cloud Collection
®

For a soft feel
The TEMPUR® Cloud range offers three mattress options:
Cloud Luxe, Cloud Elite, and Cloud Supreme.

TEMPUR® Extra Soft Material
Cushions and cradles you, supporting you with an enveloping feel.

TEMPUR® Support Material
Provides the support your body needs by conforming to
your shape and weight, and distributing pressure evenly.

DuraBase™ Technology
Works in union with layers above to maximise the
life of your mattress.

TEMPUR®
Cloud
Luxe

TEMPUR®
Cloud
Elite

TEMPUR®
Cloud
Supreme

Mattress height 30cm

Mattress height 25cm

Mattress height 21cm

7cm

7cm

5cm

9cm

7cm

5cm

6.5cm

11cm

11cm

7.5cm
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Original |

TEMPUR Original Collection
®

For a medium feel
The TEMPUR® Original range offers three mattress options:
Original Luxe, Original Elite, and Original Supreme.

TEMPUR® Material
The original TEMPUR® Material that conforms to your
shape, relieves pressure points and absorbs movement.

TEMPUR® Support Material
Provides the support your body needs by conforming to
your shape and weight, and distributing pressure evenly.

DuraBase™ Technology
Works in union with the layers above to maximise
the life of your mattress.

TEMPUR®
Original
Luxe

TEMPUR®
Original
Elite

TEMPUR®
Original
Supreme

Mattress height 30cm

Mattress height 25cm

Mattress height 21cm

5cm

3cm

2cm

9cm

9cm

8cm

8cm

6.5cm

11cm

8cm

6.5cm
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Hybrid |

TEMPUR Hybrid Collection
®

For a medium feel with springs
The TEMPUR® Hybrid range offers three mattress options:
Hybrid Luxe, Hybrid Elite, and Hybrid Supreme.

Advanced TEMPUR® Material
You can experience both the pressure relieving benefits of advanced
TEMPUR® Material and the responsiveness of springs.

Dynamic Support Technology
Supports you lightly and allows you to move about easily.

Precision™ pocketed micro coils
State-of-the-art cold drawn steel, each micro coil is individually pocketed to
react to your body’s movement, providing exceptional support.

DuraBase™ Technology
Works in union with the layers above to maximise
the life of your mattress.

TEMPUR®
Hybrid
Luxe

TEMPUR®
Hybrid
Elite

TEMPUR®
Hybrid
Supreme

Mattress height 30cm

Mattress height 25cm

Mattress height 21cm

4cm

4cm

3cm

3cm

8cm

5cm

10cm

10cm

10cm

10cm

3cm

3cm

3cm
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Sensation |

TEMPUR Sensation Collection
®

For a firm feel
The TEMPUR® Sensation range offers three mattress options:
Sensation Luxe, Sensation Elite, and Sensation Supreme.

TEMPUR® Material
The original TEMPUR® Material conforms to your shape,
relieves pressure points and absorbs movement.

TEMPUR® Support Material
Provides the support your body needs by conforming to
your shape and weight, and distributing pressure evenly.

Dynamic Support Technology
Supports you lightly and allows you to move about easily.

DuraBase™ Technology
Works in union with layers above to maximise the
life of your mattress.

TEMPUR®
Sensation
Luxe

TEMPUR®
Sensation
Elite

TEMPUR®
Sensation
Supreme

Mattress height 30cm*

Mattress height 25cm

Mattress height 21cm

7cm

7cm

2cm

8cm

4cm

4cm

7.25cm

14cm

4cm

7.25cm

*TEMPUR® Sensation Luxe is 30cm with the QuickRefresh® Cover

11cm
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Like our mattresses, all of our
beds come with a 10 year frame
guarantee to give you many years of
trouble-free, comfortable sleep.

Ottomans
TEMPUR Ottoman Beds are ideal
when storage is at a premium.
Just lift the top to reveal a
convenient space for keeping bed
linen and other items stored away
out of sight.
®

The TEMPUR

®

Bed Collection
We make your bed so your bed makes you.
The beds in our range of attractive frames provide a great night’s sleep, with
a choice of colours and styles so you can choose the perfect look for your
bedroom. The TEMPUR® Bed Collection consists of three different types of
beds: ottomons, divans and adjustables, in all UK standard sizes.

Bed base heights shown in this brochure are from the floor to the top of the bed base. Adjustable bed maximum weight:
115 kg (23 stone) per mechanism. Bedstead / Ottoman maximum weight capacity: 300 kg (47 stone) for Double and King,
400 kg (62 stone) for Super King. Ottoman maximum storage weight capacity: approximately 20 kg (3 stone). Ottoman
bed maximum lifting weight, 51.0kg for Double, 59.2kg for King, 70.7kg for Super King, any mattress that is over this
weight limit will void the guarantee on the base.
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Adjustables
& Divans

TEMPUR® Headboard
Options

Choose from a Divan or an Adjustable
bed base. A range of bases upholstered
in classic plain or contemporary style
fabrics. With TEMPUR® Adjustable
Beds you can automatically select your
perfect position for sleeping, watching
TV, reading and relaxing. At the touch
of a button, you can adjust your head,
legs or both at the same time. There is
also a massage system to help soothe
any aches and pains.

Once you have chosen the perfect TEMPUR® bed, choose from one of
our 4 optional headboards which all come in a choice of 9 colours to
suit any bedroom.

Ottomans | Bedsteads | Adjustables

The TEMPUR®
Mornington Headboard

The TEMPUR®
Holdenby Headboard

The TEMPUR®
Thornby Headboard

The TEMPUR®
Welford Headboard

The TEMPUR®
Divan
The Divan range is a premium
range, available as a divan,
adjustable, or a manual/electric
ottoman. It comes with a choice
of 4 headboards and 9 beautiful
fabrics including 3 tweed fabrics.
The Divan range provides a
practical storage solution.
All electrical parts come with
a 5 year guarantee.

Single
Double
King
Super King
				

TEMPUR® Divan

90x190x36

TEMPUR® 2 LHF Drawer Divan

90x190x36

TEMPUR® Continental 2 LHF Drawer Divan

90x190x36

TEMPUR® Divan 4 & Cont 4 Drawer		

135x190x36

150x200x36

180x200x36

135x190x36

150x200x36

180x200x36

135x190x36

150x200x36

180x200x36

Exterior sizes of bed frames W x L x H (cm)

The TEMPUR®
Adjustable Divan
Take comfort to a different level with
the TEMPUR® adjustable bed. Change
the position of your head, hips or
legs while lying down or lift yourself
to a sitting position with ease. As
standard the TEMPUR® adjustable
comes with a cordless remote
control unit (with built in torch), built
in massage units with a variety of
settings and an under bed light to
help you get up in the night without
disturbing your partner. 9 upholstery
colours and 4 headboard designs
are available to make the perfect
bedroom. All electrical parts come
with a 5 year guarantee.
Single
King
Super King
				

TEMPUR® Adjustable Divan

90x200x41

150x200x41

180x200x41

TEMPUR® Adjustable Ft & Side Drawer Divan

90x200x41

150x200x41

180x200x41

Exterior sizes of bed frames W x L x H (cm)

Bed Collection
Colour options

Sundance
Titanium

Sundance
Grey

Sundance
Light Blue

Ecru

Pewter

Tweed Grey

Tweed Smoke

Tweed Stone

JL-Dark Grey
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The TEMPUR®
Ottoman
The TEMPUR® Ottoman lifts up
to reveal a handy storage space.
The ideal solution where a lot of
storage is needed, perfect for
keeping linen and other items
stored away out of sight. Also
available as an Electric Ottoman,
which includes a cordless remote
control. All electrical parts come
with a 5 year guarantee.

Double

King

Super King

TEMPUR® Ottoman Divan

135x190x36

150x200x36

180x200x36

TEMPUR® Electric Ottoman Divan

135x190x36

150x200x36

180x200x36

Exterior sizes of bed frames W x L x H (cm)

Sundance
Titanium

Sundance
Grey

Sundance
Light Blue

Ecru

Pewter

Tweed Grey

Tweed Smoke

Tweed Stone

Mattress Protector
The TEMPUR-FIT™ Mattress Protector
Water resistant yet breathable, the TEMPUR-FIT™ Mattress Protector is made of natural
fibres, with an ‘intelligent membrane’ that prevents the mattress from getting wet.
It’s one of the thinnest of its type available on the market.

TEMPUR-FIT™
cm
Mattress Protector ft/in
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Small
Single

Single

Double

King

Super
King

75x200
2'6x6'6"

90x190/200
3'

120/135x190/200
4'/4'6"

150x200
5'x6'6"

180x200
6'x6'6"

JL-Dark Grey

Classic Pillows

TEMPUR® Comfort
Pillow Cloud

The TEMPUR
Pillow Collection
®

Providing an innovative balance of softness
and support, the TEMPUR® Comfort Pillow
Cloud is filled with specially developed
TEMPUR® Extra Soft micro-cushions.

Get a head start on a good night’s sleep with one
of our specially designed pillows. Whether you like
soft or firm support, there’s a style for everyone.
All come with a 3 year guarantee.

TEMPUR® Comfort
Pillow Original
Our Comfort Pillow is made from a patented
TEMPUR® envelope containing thousands of
TEMPUR® micro-cushions that provide plush
comfort and maintain pressure relief.

Ergonomic Pillow
TEMPUR® Original
Pillow
A support pillow that’s ideal if you need a more therapeutic
sleep posture. Available in M, L and XL sizes, the ergonomic
design follows the natural curve of your head, neck and
shoulders to help align your spine.

TEMPUR® Traditional
Pillow
The Traditional Pillow comes with all the
benefits of a TEMPUR® pillow to provide
optimum comfort and support while
you sleep. For added practicality, it has a
washable, soft cotton cover.
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For more information visit | www.tempur.co.uk

A mattress like no other
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